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Computational Forensics: 4th International Workshop, IWCF 2010 Tokyo, JapanSpringer, 2011

	This Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) volume contains the papers presented at the International Workshop on Computational Forensics (IWCF 2010), held in Tokyo, Japan during November 11–12, 2010. The workshop took place in conjunction with the 16th Annual Scientific Meeting of the Japanese Association of Forensic Science.
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Nonlinear Analysis and Synthesis Techniques for Aircraft Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2007
Despite many significant advances in the theory of nonlinear control in recent years, the majority of control laws implemented in the European aerospace industry are still designed and analysed using predominantly linear techniques applied to linearised models of the aircrafts’ dynamics. Given the continuous increase in the complexity of...
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Object-Oriented Design Using JavaMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	This text is an introduction to object-oriented (OO) design for second-year or higher
	undergraduate computer science students. It discusses software design and implementation
	in terms of “elegance,” which is defined in Chapter 1. It reviews the concepts
	of object-oriented programming and then covers fundamental software...
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Beginning Java Objects: From Concepts To Code, Second EditionApress, 2005
Learning to design objects effectively with Java is the goal of Beginning Java Objects: From Concepts to Code, an intensive yet approachable guide to object design, using UML and today's hottest programming language. Plenty of titles dig into the Java language in massive detail, but this one steps back and looks at object design first. The...
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Core J2EE Patterns: Best Practices and Design Strategies, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Developers often confuse learning the technology with learning  to design with the technology. In this book, senior architects from the Sun Java  Center share their cumulative design experience on Java 2 Platform, Enterprise  Edition (J2EE) technology.
The primary focus of the book is on patterns, best practices,  design...
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Introduction to Parallel Computing (Oxford Texts in Applied and Engineering Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2004
In the last few years, courses on parallel computation have been developed and offered in many institutions in the UK, Europe and US as a recognition of the growing significance of this topic in mathematics and computer science. There is a clear need for texts that meet the needs of students and lecturers and this book, based on the author's...
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Model-Driven Development of Advanced User Interfaces (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Model-Driven Development (MDD) has become an important paradigm in software

	development. The approach claims to provide a solution for systematic and

	efficient software development for the highly complex systems developed nowadays.

	It uses models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of a system,

	as primary artifacts...
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Software Engineering and Computer GamesAddison Wesley, 2002
"This book should be a requirement of anyone that wants to  write games-period"-Andre Lamothe, author and CEO of Xtreme Games

Software Engineering and Computer  Games was written with four broad goals: 

	
    To teach a lively...
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Proceedings of the Second Conference on Artificial General Intelligence (Arlington, March 2009)Atlantic Monthly Press, 2009


	Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) research focuses on the original and ultimate

	goal of AI – to create broad human-like and transhuman intelligence, by exploring

	all available paths, including theoretical and experimental computer science,

	cognitive science, neuroscience, and innovative interdisciplinary methodologies....
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Learning UML 2.0O'Reilly, 2006
"Since its original introduction in 1997, the Unified Modeling Language has revolutionized software development. Every integrated software development environment in the world--open-source, standards-based, and proprietary--now supports UML and, more importantly, the model-driven approach to software development. This makes...
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Java GUI Programmers' Primer, APrentice Hall, 1998
 A Java GUI Programmer's Primer provides an introduction to the design and development of Java artifacts that have a graphical user interface. Written for students and professionals, this book will provide students with initial knowledge of, and skills for, the effective use of the interface components supplied with release 1.1 of the Java...
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Model Driven Architecture and Ontology DevelopmentSpringer, 2006
Defining a formal domain ontology is generally considered a useful, not to say necessary step in almost every software project. This is because software deals with ideas rather than with self-evident physical artefacts. However, this development step is hardly ever done, as ontologies rely on well-defined and semantically powerful AI concepts...
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